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• Abstract (300 words):
Housing, particularly government driven housing, raises more than just questions
surrounding architecture but also as a vehicle to identify lifestyle changes which
inevitable impact health. By focusing this research on the United Arab Emirates region
and particularly the Emirati National Villa (1960-present) these issues can be mapped
over its 60 year history to better understand the implications housing has had on health
and wellbeing in this region.
The National Villa interior would be considered as a way to explore the changes over
the last 60 years, which in turn could be mapped to policies at a government level. The
interior factors also have an impact on the larger urban scale. The world is rapidly
urbanising. Elsheshtawy chapter on Emerging Cities, reveal the Arab city is undergoing
transformations, the changes are mostly driven by global capital and economics and

due to this there is change in the urban form. This can clearly be seen when we look to
the traditional landscape of the old communities verses the new communities, where
hundreds if not thousands of residential developments are carving up the desert.
We do not, yet, have a context where we inherit buildings in this region; we have space
to build a new, a freedom not easily found in other cities. It’s this freedom that
encourages extreme scale, shapes and materials in architecture. We are now in a
position as designers to back up ones seemingly subjective choices. Cognitive
architecture, the study of the brains capabilities and motivations, decision making,
emotional response, memory and health can be understood through brain activates
and response patterns; scientific data combined with medical data. We understand
that environments, interior or exterior, impact people’s behavior and intern their health.
Every aspect of our environment can have a positive or negative impact on us. If
science could help the design profession in justifying the value of good design, healthy
designs, this would a powerful asset in this advancing region.
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